
SOME RESULTS ON COHERENT RINGS

MORTON E. HARRIS1

1. Introduction. In [l, pp. 62-63, Exercises 11, 12] Bourbaki in-

troduces a generalization of a left (resp. right) noetherian ring called

a left (resp. right) coherent ring and states some properties and gives

some examples of coherent rings. The results on coherent rings stated

in [l, p. 63, Exercises 12a, g] first appeared in [3] which also gives

other applications of coherent rings.

In §2 of this note we show, among other results, that if a ring A is

left (resp. right) coherent so is An, the raXra matrix ring with coeffi-

cients in A, that if A is a commutative coherent ring then so is As,

the ring of fractions of A with respect to any multiplicative system

Sin A, and that if A is a coherent integral domain then so is any finite

integral extension of A. In §3 we give examples of rings all of which

are right coherent but not right noetherian and which have various

properties on the left and we deduce two corollaries.

Throughout this note all rings will be assumed to contain an iden-

tity, all ring homomorphisms will be assumed to map identities into

identities and all modules will be assumed to be unitary. If the under-

lying ring is noncommutative all definitions and results will be given

for "one side," the "other side" result will be immediate by inter-

changing right and left. For the ring constructions of §3, the "other

side" result is obtained by taking anti-isomorphic rings.

Let A be a ring and let M be a left A -module then M is finitely

presented if there exists an exact sequence Pi—»P0—*M-^0 where Pi,

Po are finitely generated free left A -modules (i.e. there exists a finitely

generated free left A -module P0 and a surjective A -homomorphism

u: Fo-^M whose kernel is a finitely generated A -module). Obviously

every finitely presented left ^.-module is finitely generated and every

finitely generated left A -module is finitely presented if A is left

noetherian. A useful result in this connection is given in [l, p. 37]:

Lemma. Let A be any ring and let M be a finitely presented left A-

module. Then if 0—>P—>G—>./lf—>0 is an exact sequence of left A-modules

where G is finitely generated over A then so is F.

As defined in [l, p. 62, Exercise 11] a left A -module M is pseudo-
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coherent if every finitely generated submodule of M is finitely pre-

sented and M is coherent if M is both pseudo-coherent and finitely

generated. Finally, as defined in [l, p. 63, Exercise 12] a ring A is

left coherent if A as a left A -module is coherent.

2. Ring extensions. Among other results in this section we show

that if A is a left coherent ring then so is An, if A is a commutative

coherent ring then so is A s where S is any multiplicative system in

A and that if A is a coherent integral domain then so is any finite

integral extension of A.

Theorem 1. Let cp: A—+B be a ring homomorphism such that B as a

left A-module by means of<p is finitely generated. If M is a left B-module

which when viewed as a left A-module (by means of <p) is finitely pre-

sented then M is a finitely presented left B-module.

Proof. Clearly M is a finitely generated left P-moduIe, say

M= 23?-1 Bnti. This gives rise to an exact sequence 0—*K—>Bn—>M

—>0 of left P-modules where ir: Bn—>M is defined by: 7r((&,)is,-sn)

= Yrt-i btmt and where K is the kernel of -k. Since Bn is a finitely

generated A -module and M is a finitely presented A -module we con-

clude from the lemma of §1 that K is a finitely generated A -module

and thus a finitely generated P-module.

Corollary 1.1. Let <j>: A-+B be a ring homomorphism such that B

is a finitely generated left A-module by means of <p. If M is a left B-

module which is pseudo-coherent (resp. coherent) as a left A-module then

M is a pseudo-coherent (resp. coherent) left B-module.

Proof. Observe that every finitely generated P-submodule of M

is a finitely generated A -submodule of M and apply Theorem 1.

Corollary 1.2. Let <p: A—>B be a ring homomorphism such that B

is a finitely presented left A -module by means of <f>. If A is left coherent

then so is B.

Proof. If A is left coherent then every finitely presented left A-

module is coherent [l, p. 63, Exercise 12a], Apply Corollary 1.1

with M = B.

Corollary 1.3. If A is a left coherent ring then An, the ring of nXn

matrices with coefficients in A is also left coherent.

Proof. Trivial, use the canonical injection A—>An.

Corollary 1.4. Let Abe a coherent integral domain, let K be a field

containing A and let xEK be integral over A (i.e. x satisfies a monic
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polynomial with coefficients in A). Then A [x] is a coherent ring.

Proof. Since A [x] is a finitely generated torsion free vl-module it is

isomorphic to a submodule of a finitely generated free A -module F by

[2, p. 131, Proposition 2.4]. Since F is a pseudo-coherent ^4-module

[l, p. 62, Exercise lie] we conclude that A [x] is a finitely presented

yl-module and hence that A [x] is coherent by Corollary 1.3.

Corollary 1.5. Every finite integral extension of a coherent integral

domain is coherent.

Corollary 1.6. Let A be a coherent integral domain and A a field

containing A. Assume that whenever Aa, Ap are two finite integral ex-

tensions of A in K such that Ag is aflat Aa module when i.Qj then

the integral closure of A in K is coherent.

Proof. Apply [l, p. 63, Exercise 12e] to the directed system com-

posed of the finite integral extensions of A in A and their injections.

Theorem 2. Let <b: A~^>B be a ring homomorphism such that B is a

faithfully flat right A-module by means of <f>. Then if E is a left A-
module such that B®aE is a pseudo-coherent iresp. coherent) left B-

module then E is a pseudo-coherent iresp. coherent) left A-module.

Proof. By [l, p. 51, Proposition 9], <f> is an injection so that A may

be viewed as a subring of P. Let E' be a finitely generated A -sub-

module of E, hence P ®AE' is a finitely presented left P-module. Thus

by [l, p. 52, Proposition 11 ] we conclude that E' is a finitely pre-

sented ^4-module and hence E is pseudo-coherent. From the same

proposition it follows that if B®AE is a finitely generated P-module

then A is a finitely generated A -module.

Corollary 2.1. If <j>: A-^B is a ring homomorphism where B as a

right A-module by means of <j> is faithfully flat and if B is left coherent

then so is A.

Corollary 2.2. If A is a ring such that An is left coherent for some

positive integer ra then so is Amfor all positive integers m.

For the remainder of this section, A will denote a commutative

ring, 5 a multiplicative system in A, As the ring of fractions of A

with respect to 5 and if M is an A -module then Ms will denote the

module of fractions of M with respect to 5 which becomes an As

module.

Theorem 3. If M is a pseudo-coherent iresp. coherent) A-module then

Ms is a pseudo-coherent iresp. coherent) As-module.
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Proof. Clearly if M is a finitely generated A -module then Ms is a

finitely generated yls-module. Let N' be a finitely generated ^4s-

submodule of Ma, hence we may assume that N'= Yi-i As(nti/l)

where rez<£M for l^i^n. Set N = Yt-i Amiy then N is a finitely

presented ^4-module and hence Ns is a finitely presented As module.

But Ns is isomorphic over As to N' since A a is a flat .4 -module and

so N' is a finitely presented ^-module.

Corollary 3.1. If A is a commutative coherent ring then so is As

for any multiplicative system S in A.

3. Examples. Here we construct rings which are right coherent but

not right noetherian and which on the left can be noetherian, not

noetherian, or not coherent and we deduce two corollaries.

Left and right may be interchanged in all results in this section by

taking anti-isomorphic rings.

Let A be a right noetherian ring and after the example on [2, p. 16]

let P = .4 [X, Y] be the noncommutative polynomial ring in two in-

determinates X, Y with coefficients in A where YY= FX = 0. Thus

R = A[X]-\-A [X]Y is not right noetherian since {XnF|lgre} gen-

erates a nonfinitely generated right ideal of R. We proceed to show

that R is right coherent.

Let {fi(X)Argi(X)Y\ l=i^s} be s elements of R which generate

a right ideal 7f^(0) of R and let it: R'—>7 be defined by:

ir((p,(X) + mi(X)Y)iiiie) = Y (MX) + gi(X)Y)(Pl(X) + mi(X)Y).
«-i

Clearly ir is a right P-module homomorphism. It must be shown

that Ker(7r) is a finitely generated P-submodule of R'; it suffices to

assume that Ker(7r)^(0).

Now 7r((p,-(X)+w,-(X) F)lsis.) =0 if and only if:

(«)   YUifi(X)Pi(X)=0,
03)   EJ-i (fi(X)mi(X)Argi(X)Pi(0))=0.
Let %=YSi-ifi(X)A[X] and turn A[X}/% into a right A[X]

module by defining (/(X) + 3l)g(X) =/(X)g(0)+2I. Define 9: (A [X])»

-^A[X]®A[X]/%by:

e((Pi(x))iSiS,) = ( Yfi(x)pi(x), Y (gi(x) + K)Pi(x))
\ 1=1 t-1 /

= (tfi(x)Pi(x), Y gi(x)pm + A
\ t'-l ,_1 /

Clearly 6 is a homomorphism of right A [X] modules and Ker(0) is a
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finitely generated right A [X] module since A [X] is right noetherian.

If ipiiX)+miiX)Y)iiiitEKeriw) then (Pi(X))i£is,GKer(0) and
conversely if (£i(X))is<s,GKer(0) then there exists an element

imiiX))isis.EiA[X])' such that (pi(X)+mi(A) F)is,s.GKer(7r).

Moreover if (w<(X) F)isia,GKerOr) then zZUi f(X)miiX) =0 and
hence   (raz,(X)A)isl£8GKer(0).   Hence   Ker(7r)^(0)   implies   Ker(0)

Let aj=ipiiX))isis, for l^j±=r generate Ker(0) over A [X] and

for each a, choose (m[iX))isii.EiA [X])' such that a* = (^(X)

+m'(X)F)istS8GKer(7r) for lgjrgr. Let 58 = £y_i ajRQKeriw). If

(^1(X)+wi(A)F)isissGKer(7r) then (£i(X))i£iS8GKer(0) so that

there exists an element ihiiX))isiirEiA [X])r such that ipiiX))isis,

= 1ZU ocMX), whence ipiiX)+~miiX)Y)iiii.- Jfi-i ofhiX) is of
the form:

(*) imUx)Y)iSis..

To conclude that R is right coherent we will show that there exists a

finitely generated P-submodule S of Ker(x) such that 53 + & = Ker(7r).

Let

M = {imiiX))isiss E iA[X])'\ imiiX)Y)iSiS, E Kerfr)}

and

M* = {imiiX))isi£, E Ai[X])'\ (w,(A)F)lsl£. G 33}

and define p: M-+A" by p((raz,(A))islsS) =(ra?i(0))i£is,. Clearly p is a

homomorphism of right A -modules. We claim that Ker(p) QM* for if

(raJi(A))is,S!GKer(p) then (raJi(A))i£ts,GKer(7r) and as before there

exists an element (/>/ (X)+tra/ (A) F)is,-S,G23 such that (»ra<(A))is,£,

-(p/(X)+m/(X)F)is,„ is of form (*). Therefore (ra^X) F)is,s,

= (j>/(X)F)ls<s.GS or (m<(X))ls,s.GM*.
Since A is right noetherian we may choose fi,= («i(X))is;S8GAf,

l^j^t, such that PiM) = zZUp(Pi)A- Set # = (ra'(X) F)i£,s,
GKer(Tr) for 1^/gJ and let (raz^X) F)lsls,GKer(7r). Then there

exists an element ia/)iijitEAi such that

K(X))ls,s. - JZ Pfii G Ker(p) C M*,
i-i

whence (m<(X) F)isiSi- ZU ft*cyG«. Thus if 6=E5-i#-R then
SCKer(7r) and all elements of Ker(7r) of form (*) are contained in

58 + S. Hence Kerfr) =$ + (£.
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Theorem 4. If A is a right noetherian ring then R = A [X, Y], the

noncommutative polynomial ring in X, Y with coefficients in A where

YY= FX = 0 is right coherent but not right notherian and

(a) if A is left noetherian so is R,

(b) if A is not left noetherian neihter is R,

(c) if A is not left coherent neither is R. (In [l, p. 63, Exercise lib]

an example is given of a right noetherian ring which is not left coherent).

Proof, (a). If A is left noetherian, then A [X] is left noetherian

and so is the finitely generated left A [X] module R = A [X]A-A [X]Y.

(b), (c). Let <£> = RXRArRYR then P/3) is isomorphic to A so that

if R is left noetherian so is A. Moreover S) = PX+PF so that if R is

left coherent so is A by a remark on [3, pp. 463-464].

Corollary 4.1. There exists a finitely generated ring which is right

coherent but not right noetherian.

Proof. Take A to be a finite ring and generate R as above.

One might conjecture that coherent rings are obtained as direct

limits of noetherian rings but:

Corollary 4.2. There exists a right coherent ring which is not a

direct limit of right noetherian rings.

Proof. Take R as in Corollary 4.1 and suppose that R is the direct

limit of a directed system of right noetherian rings {^4«}. Since R is

a finitely generated ring it is a homomorphic image of some Aa and

hence R is right noetherian—contradiction.
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